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Zachary Tinkle Zachary Tinkle 

Hello, my name is Zachary Tinkle. I’m an up and coming pro race car driver from 
Speedway, IN. My 2018 plans are to compete in a pro late model with Lorz 
Motorsports in the CRA Late Model Sportsman and select races in the JEGS/CRA 
All-Stars Tour.  My ultimate goal is to race the NASCAR® Cup Series.

Thank you for taking the time to review Tinkle Family Racing’s 2018 
marketing partnership opportunities.  Here’s what you’ll discover:

•	How	my	experience	on	&	off	track	ensures	you’ll	have	
		champion-caliber	representation

•	How	my	team	goes	over	and	above	to	promote	your	products	in	a	big	way

•	Engaging	with	the	fans	is	our	priority,	especially	with	the	kids

•	Being	a	published	author	expands	us	into	markets	beyond	motorsports

•	How	my	career	plan	can	grow	your	company	as	I	move	up	the	ladder

• Even though I’m a young, up-and-coming driver, my marketing program 
and promotions are comparable to top-tier NASCAR® drivers.  I’m proud 
of my racing accomplishments so far. My family team has learned to 
keep going, even when faced with adversity. This has served as 
inspiration for my growing fan base.  You’re invited to share in this 
success so that we, together, can expand our brands.
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Mission Statement

My mission is to grow your business while I grow my racing career and do some good in the world. 
Here are some of my specific goals for the 2018 season.

For me, a marketing partnership is a personal commitment 
between us that I don’t take lightly.  I believe in your products 
and services to the point that I would recommend them to 
my family and friends.  Otherwise, you would’t have this 
presentation in front of you.

My philosophies are simple: treat others the way you 
would want to be treated; stick up for the things you 
believe in; and pursue your dreams with all your heart. 

If you believe in aspiring to do your best, no matter what 
circumstances are given to you, let’s do this!

On	Track	

• Race in the CRA Late Model Sportsmand and 
JEGS/CRA All-Stars Tour with Lorz Motorsports

• Compete for Rookie of the Year honors

• Complete every lap of every race entered to get  
  maximum seat time

• Keep the car in one piece each race

Off	Track	

• Community involvement with worthy causes 
  and promotion of local short tracks

• Regular social media posts and promotions 
  to increase fanbase 
  and interactivity

• Measure ROI with 
  marketing partners
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Team History/ Driver Bio

Zachary Tinkle is a 15-year-old stock car driving sensation based in 
Speedway, Indiana who currently races the #53 pro late model 
with Lorz Motorsports in the late model sportsman and JEGS/CRA 
All-Stars Tour. He is competing in the championship chase while also 
pursuing Rookie of the Year honors. 

He is the 2017 Central States Region Super Cups Champion as well as Top Qualifer 
and 2016 Rockford Speedway Wild Wednesday Super Cup Champion. 
Tinkle is the 2015 Illinois Super Cup State Champion for the Short Track Auto 
Racing Series (STARS) and 2015 Rockford Speedway National Short Track 
Champion for Super Cups. Rockford Speedway awarded him the “Lead, Follow, 
or Get Out Of My Way” award for his 2015 season. He was named the 2015 
Most Improved Driver and 2014 Rookie of the Year for Central States 
Region (CSR) Super Cups. 

Zachary, along with his mom and dad, founded Tinkle Family Racing in 2014 when it was apparent 
that racing was a natural talent and passion for Zachary. In the minicup car, he delivered results on 
the track, maximizing the performance of the car.

He is currently a driver with Lorz Motorsports — a family team that has delivered Rookie of the Year 
drivers, championship contenders, and NASCAR® racers at the highest level. His crew will be the 
experienced Lorz team.  Zachary has aspirations of racing at the top levels of stock car racing 
including getting a ride with a top-level NASCAR® team. 
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Racing Career Highlights

2018
•	Late	Model	Driver	with	Lorz	Motorsports	in	the	CRA	Late	Model	Sportmand	and	JEGS/
CRA	All-Stars	Tour

2017
•	2017	Central	States	Region	Super	Cups	Champion

•	2017	Central	States	Region	Super	Cups	Top	Qualifier

•	Late	Model	Driver	Development	training	with	Lorz	Motorsports

2016
•	2016	Rockford	Speedway	Super	Cup	Champion

2015
•	2015	National	Short	Track	Super	Cup	Champion	—	Rockford	Speedway

•	2015	Short	Track	Auto	Racing	Series	(STARS)	Illinois	State	Champion	-	MiniCups

•	2015	Central	States	Region	Super	Cups	‘Most	Improved	Driver’

•	2015	Rockford	Speedway	Award:	“Lead,	Follow,	Or	Get	Out	Of	My	Way”

•	Best-selling	Author	&	Hot	New	Seller	on	Amazon:	Zachary	Tinkle’s	MiniCup	Decision

2014
•	Central	States	Region	Super	Cups	Rookie	of	the	Year

•	Three-time	K1	Speed	Junior	Champion	2014/15

2013
•	Chicago	Indoor	Racing	Junior	Champion
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Zachary Tinkle
Five Year Career Plan / Goals

2018	 Race in CRA Late Model Sportsman series and compete for Rookie of the Year

2019	 Race in JEGS/CRA All-Stars Tour competing for Rookie of the Year and championship

2020	 Race in CRA/ARCA Super Late Model Series and compete for Rookie of the Year;
 Gain super speedway experience in ARCA Series with a team like Venturini Motorsports
 Become development driver for a manufacturer such as Toyota Racing Development

2021+	Race in NASCAR Series such as K & N Pro East or West for a team like Bill McAnally Racing
 
 Continue as a development driver for a manufacturer such as Toyota Racing Development
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Past and Present Promotions

Tinkle Family Racing is  always looking for new and different ways to promote 
marketing partners so that they stand out. One example of this is a contest we did at a trade 
show with True Power Motor Oil that resulted in adding hundreds of people to both of 
our databases. Other marketing activities can include:

• Social Media Posts
• YouTube Video Promotions
• Events
• Contests
• Trailer Graphics
• Decals
• Hero Cards
• Emails To Our Fan Database
• Mailers To Raving Fans
• Ads In Left Paw Press Books
• Trade Shows / Car Shows
• Apparel
• Die cast cars
• Track Promotions

Zachary is a natural spokesperson that represents marketing 
partners’ brands with pride. Brands he’s represented:

• PFC Brakes
• Simpson Race Products
• Champion
• Left Paw Press
• BTT Consulting
• DIY Marketing TV
• Pet Fashion Guild
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Media Exposure

Tinkle Family Racing does things that get attention because we do things differently than most 
teams. Of course, we do the press releases and make headlines for wins and performance. But, 
we go beyond that. Zachary has been featured on television for his promotion of Rockford 
Speedway’s Kids Day, interviewed on radio for his Hot New Release book and has been 
mentioned in multiple pet and racing publications for his mascot pug, Bella.
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Connecting With Fans

Interacting with fans is one of the greatest joys of racing. We keep our fan base engaged in a 
number of ways.  In everything we do, we include our marketing partners so that fans become 
loyal customers too.

Kids especially enjoy events where Zachary Tinkle is involved. Families flock to his car because 
he lets the kids get in his minicup car and actually experience what it’s like to sit in a bonafide 
race car. Fans never leave empty handed. They walk away with hero cards and goodie bags. 
Other activities include:

 • FREE hero cards on website 
   increases database 
 • Car shows
 • Special track events like Kids Days
 • Hero cards
 • Free decals and hero cards through website
 • Goodie bags for kids handed out in the pits
 • Online videos and photos
 • Social media contests
 • Email newsletter
 • Mailers sent to database
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Zachary Tinkle’s Influential Social Media Reach
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Charity/ Community Support

Zachary Tinkle has always been willing to lend his support when it comes to causes related to:

 • Reading
 • Pets
 • Chilhood Cancer
 • Promoting Motorsport Racing

In 2015, Tinkle Family Racing didn’t hesitate to heed the call when the Greater Greenwood 
Lions’ Club of Greenwood, Indiana asked for support in providing dictionaries to the sixth grade 
class of Greenwood Elementary school. Tinkle Family Racing provided the
dictionaries for around 600 students.

Whenever organizations seek book donations for events such as silent 
auctions to raise funds, Zachary’s two children’s books are happily sent to
them. Just a few of the groups include: Pugs for Pinky, Nebraska Pug
Rescue, Conshocton Beagle Club, and elementary schools as far
away as Hawaii.

Because of Zachary’s age, he is not yet allowed to visit childhood
cancer patients in hospitals. He plans to do that as soon as he’s 
allowed. In the meantime, he provides items such as his books,
die cast cars, and t-shirts to children to lift their spirits.

Zachary enjoys participating in community events such as the 
Kids Day Sparktacular at Rockford Speedway. He has videos 
on his YouTube Channel that get hundreds of views promoting 
such events to get youth interested and involved in racing.

Ever since racing with the Central States Region Super 
Cups, Zachary has always said yes to events to promote the 
league and racing in general. He makes multiple appearances 
each year with his car to interact with the public. These include
car shows, NASCAR weekend in Joliet IL, and the Chicago 
St. Patricks Day Parade. 12
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Racing Series Information

CRA Late Model Sportsman and JEGS/CRA All-Stars Tour Series 

Champion Racing Association purchased the Michigan-based Super Pro Series and began in 
2011. The JEGS/CRA All-Stars Tour utilizes late model stock cars with the mandated use of crate 
type racing engines to reduce team costs. The crate engines are built by the automobile 
manufacturers.  The series is one of the few followed by racing trade publications to watch for 
up-and-coming drivers. It travels throughout the midwest, creating multiple opportunities for exposure 
for sponsors. The CRA Late Model Sportsman series races primarily at high-caliber tracks in Indiana.

•• •
• •

•
•

•

• •••

JEGS/CRA All-Stars Tour
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Partnering With Zachary Tinkle Provides Unique Opportunities

Zachary’s remarkable spokesperson ability, driving skills, and best-selling author status afford 
him the ability to provide opportunities for brands beyond compare.

• All marketing partners are represented in ads that are produced by 
Left Paw Press. Each year the company produces over a dozen new
titles that are distributed via online booksellers like Amazon — putting 
partners in front of literally thousands.  Zachary could even 
create a children’s book story around your brand!

•  Zachary’s avid promotion of motorsports and racing with online 
videos and in-person shows provides endless contest opportunities. 
Online brand testimonials could be created for online distribution.

• The minicup stock car is a show-stopping magnet for ‘kids’ of all ages.  
It is available for appearances at events to draw in a crowd and keep 
them engaged. Updated paints schemes / hood logos could be created
for marketing partners.

 

•  Promotions through Zachary’s exclusive email and snail mail list 
provide an audience of loyal fans that become brand ambassadors 
for products Zachary supports.
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2018 Title Marketing Partnership

Imagine YOUR Children’s Book

Zachary has tapped into a coveted youth demographic by creating a relationship with his fans that are 
school age. As Zachary Tinkle’s Title Marketing Partner, you’ll enjoy the success that has come with 
Zachary being a #1 Best Selling author.  This opportunity is offered ONLY to the title marketing partner and 
is an exclusive	benefit.	

Building on the success of his two previous books, Zachary Tinkle’s MiniCup Decision (Amazon #1 Hot New 
Seller) and Zachary Tinkle’s Rookie of the Year Dream (Amazon #1 New Release), the next book in his 
series will be Zachary Tinkle Gets His First Title Partnership. The look and feel will be similar to the previous 
two books and will include product placement in the story line. 

The length of the story will be similar to the previous books and will include in the storyline things like:
• How Zachary uses the product/ brand
• How Zachary interacts online with the company
• The process of getting to know the company and its values
• Meeting with the company
• Touring how the product/ service is produced
• Branding of the car, uniform, etc.
• Zachary going out and promoting the product and showing it to fans

The book will be listed and sold on Amazon (great for Search Engine Optimization!). A push will be made to 
get the book to #1 status in its category. Tinkle Family Racing will include one 8” x 8” ad in the book itself 
on the Title Partner (partner to provide artwork). One hundred copies will be provided to the Title Partner. 15
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2018 Title Marketing Partnership - This is YOUR race team

Imagine Your fully branded race car

Partnering with Zachary Tinkle as the Title Marketing Partner provides the maximum amount of 
brand promotion. This is essentially YOUR race team. When people see Zachary Tinkle’s car on 
the track, they will think of you.

•  Your logo added to Zachary’s marketing as in Zachary	Tinkle	presented	by...
•  Fully wrapped and branded race car
•  Use your brand color
•  Use your brand logo, images, and mascot
 - Take this opportunity to create a memorable fan/brand experience
 - Show customers, vendors, and partners YOUR race car
• Image rights to create marketing and promotional materials
• Car included on all hero cards
• Brand and car included on website
• Regular social media posts promoting the “YOUR brand car...”
• Car image inclusion in all press release photo distributions
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2018 Title Marketing Partnership - This is YOUR Driver

Imagine Your Fully Branded Uniform

Zachary Tinkle is YOUR driver as the Title Marketing Partner. When people see Zachary Tinkle 
in the pits, on the media, or at an appearance, he will be wearing a customized fully branded 
race suit.

•  Use your brand colors to create a striking uniform design
•  Use your brand logo, images, and mascot
 - Take this opportunity to create a walking, talking billboard that promotes your company
• Image rights of Zachary in the suit to create marketing and promotional materials
• Professional photography of Zachary in your suit on all hero cards
• Photos of Zachary in your suit included on website
• Regular at-track and at-event posts on social media showing Zachary wearing the suit
• All press release photo distributions include Zachary suited up and representing your brand
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2018 Title Partnership

Being the exclusive Title Partner for the season with Zachary Tinkle, gains the maximum amount 
of branding possibilities. Your company has the maximum visual impact in all 
promotional opportunities.

Imagine your custom colors and paint scheme fully wrapped on a Zachary Tinkle race car. Pair 
that with a customized race suit that prominently displays your logo. All public relations will have 
your branding included in tactics like press releases.  You company will be prominently 
recognized in public media appearances, online marketing, and trackside promotions. Plus, your 
brand will be the focal point and topic of Zachary’s next #1 children’s book.

You will have licensing rights to Zachary Tinkle, his likeness and race car for you own 
promotional use while Zachary serves as a celebrity spokesperson for your brand.

Only Associate level partners will be allowed to share in advertising their brand on the race car 
with you as the Title Partner.  These Associate Partners will be cleared with you prior to any 
commitments so as not to have any conflict of interest between brands.

This includes a full season with Zachary Tinkle as he races with Lorz Motorsports in the 
JEGS/CRA All-Stars Tour. (Approximately 12 races) 

Also includes:
• Official ‘unveiling’ event with the race car and Zachary
• Branded crew shirts
• Hero cards and official co-branded merchandise offered by Tinkle Family Racing
• Logo on Zachary Tinkle website
• Access to pit area and complimentary pit passes 

Title Partnership Investment: request from Tinkle Family Racing

Also includes first right of refusal for the following year as the Title Partner — an invaluable 
privilege to grow your reach and sales as Zachary moves up in his racing career and expands 
the level of exposure for your brand
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Marketing Partnerships
Logo Placement on Race Uniform

As a Primary Partner, you will have rights to the main logo placement on the driver suit for 
Zachary to wear on race day. He will be highly visible at the race track interacting with his team 
and fans providing the opportunity for maximum visibility of your brand.  

As an associate or product marketing partner, you will have the opportunity to have your logo 
included on Zachary’s suit making him a walking billboard for your brand at the track.

Primary Marketing Partner

Associate Marketing Partner

Product Marketing Partner
19
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Marketing Partnerships
Logo Placement on Race Cars

As a Primary Marketing Partner, you will have the opportunity to have high visibility on the car 
with your branding/logo. Your car will be a visible magnet for fans in the stands and media in the 
pits. 

As an Associate or Product Marketing Partner, you will have logo placement in the areas shown 
so that Zachary’s race car is a moving advertisement for your brand.

Primary Marketing Partner

Associate Marketing Partner

Product Marketing Partner 20
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Investments and Marketing Partnerships

2018 Primary Partnership Packages

Primary Partnerships are consecutive race event packages. These are set up to be customized 
to your needs.

Your company logo will be placed on the Primary Partner area marked on the race car and 
uniform renderings.  Your company will be marketed throughout the event and on all public 
relations activities.

Note that to enjoy the uniform branded benefits, a 5-race minimum package is required.

Late	Model	10	Race	Primary	Package
Investment: request from Tinkle Family Racing
Also includes:
• Co-branded hero cards and merchandise
• Logo on Zachary Tinkle website
• Access to pits and complimentary pit passes 
• Rights to Zachary’s likeness
• Includes substantial discount

Late	Model	5	Race	Primary	Package
Investment: request from Tinkle Family Racing
Also includes:
• Co-branded hero cards and merchandise
• Logo on Zachary Tinkle website
• Access to pits and complimentary pit passes 
• Rights to Zachary’s likeness
• Includes discount
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Investments and Marketing Partnerships

2018	Associate	Level	Partnerships

Our full year Associate Partnership includes having an associate decal on the race car in the 
area designated as associate on the renderings. It also includes having your logo on the race 
uniform in the area designated as associate. 

You will have a link on Zachary’s website. And, you’ll be included in our promotions both on and 
off the track and online. 

Associate Partnerships can be adjusted to fit your company needs and budget.  We can create 
a completely customized program that gains maximum exposure for your investment.

Investment: request from Tinkle Family Racing

2018	Product	&	Service	Partnerships

These are partnership available to companies that would like to participate in Zachary Tinkle’s 
racing program by providing a product or service to the team throughout the year.  In doing so, 
you will have a decal placed on the car (the size will be in the 6 to 12 inch range) in the area 
designated for product and service partnership on the renderings.  Zachary will promote you via 
social media.

Products that can be provided:  any products and/or services relevant to the needs of a 
race team

Zachary will use the product or service in public and during race events so that it is visible to 
fans and included in photos and videos.

Investment: request from Tinkle Family Racing
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Testimonials, Quotes, and Recommendations

“I first met Zachary when he began racing minicup stock cars in the 2014 season at Grundy County Speedway and 
in the STARS (Short Track Auto Racing Series), both of which I officiated. He was an enthusiastic ten-year-old ready 
to race his minicup stock car. He learned a lot in his first year. By his second year, he won his first feature race, the 
Illinois State Championship.  Zachary has an intuitive ability with his driving that has developed greatly in the time 
I’ve known him. In the past year, during his late model training with Lorz Motorsports, I have seen an exponential 
progression in his skills and maturity as a young man and a driver. He has gone from a kid having fun racing to a 
serious driver that wants to understand all aspects of racing inside and out.”
	 —	Glen	Myers,	Mazon	Speed	Bowl	&	Grundy	County	Speedway	Hall	of	Fame

“We didn’t know what to expect when he (Zachary) jumped out of the car for his interview after winning the NSTC 
(National Short Track Championship), but found that he spoke naturally and thanked his sponsors like a seasoned 
professional. Our track announcer has joked at times that Zachary could take the microphone over from him. ”
 —	James	L.	Ambruoso	Finish	Line	Photos	/	Rockford	Speedway	Photographer/NASCAR	Ambassador

“He has always presented a respectful and professional image.”
 —	Susan	Deery,	Rockford	Speedway

“(Zachary) takes ownership of his driver development. He has respect for the team, the tracks and officials, and the 
history of racing. It shows in the little, but important things that he does both on and off the track. 
 —	Mike	Lorz,	Owner,	Lorz	Motorsports

Book	Quotes:
“This is a must-read for all kids who are pursuing a dream. When all things seem to be falling apart and disaster 
looms, hang tough and persevere. Reading of Zachary’s start in automobile racing, facing the daunting challenges 
of a new adventure and conquering against a lot of odds will be an inspiration for children in all walks of life. I am 
waiting for the next chapter!”
 —	Terry	McGraw,	motorsports	photographer	and	author	of	Shutter	Speed	Reads	blog

“As a coach for young aspiring racers, this book is something that I have been 
needing to give to my students for a long time!  The author, Zachary Tinkle, who 
is actually a young aspiring racer himself does an amazing job of showing us 
how to overcome the ups and downs of getting into this competitive sport.  
Racing is like no other sport out there, and it has a lot to do with making sure you 
have the right  equipment in place, but most of all the right attitude. Thank you 
Zachary for being a great example to all kids and to all young racers. I will 
reccomend this book to all my students!”  
 —	Annamarie	Malfitana-Strawhand,	Motorsports	Marketing	Coach	
	 				and	Driving	Career	Mentor,	Marketing	At	Full	Speed
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Sincere Appreciation

Time is our most precious commodity. So, thank you for spending some of yours reviewing this 
information and considering a marketing partnership with Tinkle Family Racing. 

We have a whole host of ideas that we’d love to implement that brings ideas and attention to 
your brand in a way that delights potential customers and reminds your loyal ones why they 
prefer you in the first place. 

Tell us what you feel is the most comfortable next step:

- Lunch?
- Race tickets?
- Pit passes?
- Promo items and/or get together for your team?

We’re here to answer any questions that you may have. Feel free to contact us anytime. 
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Contact Information

Website:	www.ZacharyTinkle.com

Email:	ZacharyTinkle@Gmail.com

Social	Media:		 find	Zachary	on	Instagram,	Facebook,	twitter,	and	YouTube
	 	 	 @ZacharyTinkle

Reference Links:

Champion Racing Association (CRA) Series website:
http://cra-racing.com/
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